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Abstract
Using basic accessibility standards, the presence or absence of essential usability features, and site accessibility statements, this study evaluates the accessibility of the home pages of the federal judiciary — those of the U.S. district, Appellate and specialty courts, the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts (AO), the Federal Judicial Center (FJC), and the main homepage of PACER, the federal judiciary’s e-filing and e-records access system. Software evaluations reveal detected instances of a narrow set of accessibility issues, including scripts with no accompanying functional text, images/server-side image maps with no text equivalents/descriptors, and inaccessible forms. Manual evaluations of Web sites show a high proportion (about 67 percent) of the home pages provided skip navigation links, whereas smaller proportions provided direct or indirect links to accessibility information — about 15 percent and 12 percent, respectively, as well as controls for manipulating font size (about 12 percent). Notably, a sizeable proportion (about 45 percent) of home pages provided direct or indirect links to a “BrowseAloud” explanation and download page, apparently in lieu of information on accessibility. Finally, content analysis of existing Web site accessibility pages and policy statements show a high degree of variation, with some being exceptionally detailed and informative, and some less so.
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Introduction

Today, digital courts and the electronic submission of pleadings and other materials is on the rise (Kaplan, 2013), and filings, calendars, e-forms, and juror questionnaires are now available for real time online access. The use of kiosks and electronic portals over the Internet for litigants to access court functions, for example, allows for asynchronous (any time, any place) access (Kaplan, 2013).

The U.S. judiciary pioneered electronic access to court records in developing the PACER (Public Access to Court Electronic Records) e-filing and e-records access system (Kaplan, 2013). An online platform established and maintained by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, Pacer provides electronic access to federal court records. It allows registered users to obtain case and docket information online from federal appellate, district, and bankruptcy courts, and the
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While accessibility laws such as the ADA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 do not apply to the federal lower modem speeds and people who use wireless Internet connections” (U.S. Department of Justice, 2015). It also benefits others, such as those who use low-end technology with agencies to be accessible to people with disabilities. According to a 2003 DOJ report: “removal of barriers on Federal agencies’ Web sites is simply a matter of good design. By contrast, their sample of 100 Web sites included 80 executive branch sites, eight legislative branch sites, and 10 open government sites. Our own extensive search and review of Web site accessibility studies revealed no study that focused on judicial Web sites. More generally, while access to state and local courts has received a great deal of attention in recent years (Bleyer, et al., 1995; Charmatz and McRae, 2003; Cress, et al., 2006; Linnell and Wieck, 2012; Prescott, 2017; Schwartz, 2005; Udell and Diller, 2007), access to federal courts remains a relatively under-explored phenomenon. Moreover, virtually all previous studies have focused on issues related with physical access to courtrooms, and not electronic access. Moreover, as noted above, today, digital courts and the electronic submission of pleadings and other materials is on the rise (Kaplan, 2013). Since the home pages of courts is primarily, if not exclusively, the gateway to these court functions, access to court home pages is of paramount importance.

To address this shortcoming, this study examines the home pages of the federal judiciary. Notably, Section 508 of the U.S. Rehabilitation Act (https://www.fcc.gov/general/section-508-rehabilitation-act) requires Web pages of federal government agencies to be accessible to people with disabilities. According to a 2003 DOJ report: “removal of barriers on Federal agencies’ Web sites is simply a matter of good design. It also benefits others, such as those who use low-end technology with lower modem speeds and people who use wireless Internet connections” (U.S. Department of Justice, 2015).

While accessibility laws such as the ADA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 do not apply to the federal judiciary, this paper reports results from a recent study [2] undertaken by the first author as part of an American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) fellowship with the Federal Judicial Center in Washington, D.C. Using basic accessibility standards, the presence or absence of essential usability features, and Site Accessibility Statements, the study evaluated the accessibility of the home pages of the federal judiciary — those of the U.S. district, Appellate and specialty courts, the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts (AO), the Federal Judicial Center (FJC), and the main homepage of PACER, the federal judiciary’s e-filing and e-records access system. Specifically, 113 Web sites were investigated, including those of the U.S. Supreme Court, The current 94 U.S. district courts, the 11 U.S. circuit/appellate courts, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, and the two U.S. specialty courts (the U.S. Court of International Trade and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims), plus those of the FJC and PACER. To examine federal judicial sites, this study began with use of the automated Web accessibility evaluation tools AChecker and Cynthia Says. AChecker is an open source accessibility evaluation tool developed in 2009 by the Inclusive Design Research Centre (formerly known as the Adaptive Technology Resource Centre) of the University of Toronto. The Cynthia Says portal is a joint education and outreach project of Cryptzone, ICDRI, and the Internet Society Disability and Special Needs Chapter. As initial approximations or baselines of Web accessibility, these tools allow the user to evaluate a site using software to review the HTML code of a Web page to look for common accessibility errors. Manual examinations by a blind evaluator of sites for the presence or absence of essential usability features like skip navigation and font size controls provided further tests. These are crucial usability features, particularly for people who use screen readers or navigate by keyboard only (e.g., vision- and motor-impaired users). Skip navigation links, for example, allow blind and visually impaired users to bypass the navigation bars on a Web site and proceed to main content. Skip navigation tools are similarly helpful to users who cannot use a mouse but rely on a keyboard. Finally, content analysis of existing Web site accessibility pages and policy statements provided a final layer of analysis.

Our goal is twofold. First, we wish to highlight the importance of the accessibility of courts to due process, a principle that is said to be foundational to American democracy. As Jaeger (2006) notes: “E-government is becoming an increasingly important part of the democratic process and of typical activities of citizens in the United States.” [3]. Jaeger and Thompson (2004) argue that limitations on such activities necessarily restricts participation in the democratic process. Said to be the vanguard of the rule of law in this democracy, it goes without saying that access to courts is foundational in this context. Second, we wish to highlight the issue of the accessibility of federal e-government sites more generally.
Summary of results

Results of the automated Web accessibility evaluations reveal detected instances of a narrow set of accessibility issues, including scripts with no accompanying functional text, images/server-side image maps with no text equivalents/descriptors, and inaccessible forms. The two examples in Figures 1 and 2 are illustrative.

Figure 1: Web site with an accessibility issue Example 1. This site displays a feature which decreases its accessibility to people using screen reader software. The slide show numbers (highlighted above in yellow) are read by a screen reader as “1”, “2”, “3”. However, there is no indication as to what these numbers are in reference to when using a screen reader. Source: “Disability and the federal courts: A study of Web accessibility,” Federal Judicial Center (FJC) report (Corra, 2019), at https://www.fjc.gov/sites/default/files/materials/24/Disability%20and%20the%20Federal%20Courts.pdf.
Manual evaluation checks show a high proportion (about 67 percent) of home pages provided skip navigation links for ease of access to main content areas. Whereas smaller proportions of home pages provided direct or indirect links to accessibility information — about fifteen percent and twelve percent, respectively, as well as controls for manipulating font size (about 12 percent). Notably, a sizeable proportion (about 45 percent) of home pages provided direct or indirect links to a “BrowseAloud” explanation and download page, apparently in lieu of information on accessibility. Finally, content analysis of existing Web site accessibility pages and policy statements demonstrate a high degree of variation, with some being exceptionally detailed and informative, while some less so. The remainder of this article provides details on each of these areas of study.

Study details and results

Procedures

In the months of October, November, and December 2018, the homepages of the 113 federal judiciary Web sites noted above were evaluated with the AChecker and CynthiaSays Web accessibility tools, using the Section 508 evaluation standards [4].
Only the main homepages and related content were examined. These results are described in Tables 1 and 2. Manual checks for the presence or absence of essential usability features were subsequently conducted and recorded. Results of these checks are presented in Table 3. Data on existing accessibility policy statements was obtained and compiled during the manual examinations of Web sites. A content analysis of these accessibility policy statements is discussed later.

Results from automated evaluations

The data presented in Tables 1 and 2 represent automated evaluations of the accessibility of the 113 home pages and are presented in the form of summary statistics. Reported data include the total number of pages with each detected accessibility issue, percentage of pages with each issue, and total number of detected instances of each issue.

As can be seen in Tables 1 and 2, the two Web accessibility tools detected several accessibility issues, with two commonly identified issues (detected as accessibility issues by both). Like AChecker, Cynthia Says identified several instances of scripts with no accompanying functional text, as well as forms with accessibility issues. Yet, Cynthia Says detected a greater number of these instances than AChecker. The AChecker software, for example, detected 170 “known” instances of nontext elements with no text equivalents (see Table 1), whereas Cynthia Says detected 391 (Table 2). Similarly, while the AChecker software identified 65 “known” instances of forms with accessible issues, Cynthia Says detected 67.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>AChecker Web assessment results.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-text feature with no text descriptor</td>
<td>Active server-side image map region with no redundant text link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of home pages with this type of accessibility issue</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of home pages with this type of accessibility issue</td>
<td>30.91%</td>
<td>0.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of accessibility issues across all home pages</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home page accessibility issues identified</th>
<th>Number of home pages with issue</th>
<th>Percent of home pages with issue</th>
<th>Total frequency of issue across all home pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide text equivalents to nontext elements</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>81.98%</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide readable documents without the need for an accompanying style sheet</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
<td>4,416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moreover, the AChecker Web accessibility tool indicated that of 113 home pages, only nine were free of accessibility issues. These were the home pages of the U.S. district courts for Connecticut (http://www.ctd.uscourts.gov/), Guam (http://www.gud.uscourts.gov/), New Mexico (http://www.nmcourt.fed.us/web/index.htm), North Dakota (http://www.ndd.uscourts.gov/), Eastern District of Kentucky (http://www.kyed.uscourts.gov/), Northern District of Oklahoma (https://www.oknd.uscourts.gov/), Northern Mariana Islands (http://www.nmid.uscourts.gov/), Southern District of West Virginia (https://www.wvsd.uscourts.gov/), and home page of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit (http://www.ca7.uscourts.gov/). This represents about eight percent of the Web pages evaluated. By contrast, the CynthiaSays Web accessibility tool indicated that of the 113 homepages, three were free of accessibility issues. These were the district courts for Guam (http://www.gud.uscourts.gov/), Northern Mariana Islands (http://www.nmid.uscourts.gov/), and Middle District of Alabama (http://www.almd.uscourts.gov/). This represents only about three percent of the Web pages evaluated.

Notably, the AChecker tool also detected “likely” issues that were mainly in documents that were difficult to read without an accompanying style sheet. Cynthia Says detected several issues that AChecker did not identify as “known problems.” For example, Cynthia Says detected 4,416 issues associated with documents that were difficult to read without accompanying style sheets, two instances of data cells and header cells in data tables that were not identified by markup (inadequate labeling of data tables with headers for rows and columns), six instances of frames with no identifying text titles, and one instance of a site that timed-out users without warning and/or did not provide an option for more time (see Table 2).

In summary, a key takeaway from the Web accessibility data (presented in Tables 1 and 2) is that both evaluation tools reveal several accessibility issues with home pages included in this study. However, the AChecker software reported fewer instances of “known” issues than those detected by the Cynthia Says tool. Cynthia Says also revealed a greater number/proportion of any given issue than AChecker.

A plausible explanation for the divergence in findings between these two software applications is that Cynthia Says is the newer of the two evaluation tools. As such, the Cynthia Says tool may be more precise and, by extension, able to detect a greater number of issues than AChecker. As the two tables (1 and 2) show, for each accessibility issue that both tools identified, the Cynthia Says software detected more instances than AChecker. Moreover, of the 113 home pages, the AChecker Web accessibility tool indicated nine were free of accessibility issues, whereas Cynthia Says identified three. Notably, both accessibility evaluators identified the sites for the U.S. district courts for Guam and Northern Mariana Islands as being free of accessibility issues. In addition to the listed “known” issues, the AChecker software identified “likely” issues. This suggests less divergence in the evaluations of the two Web accessibility tools than might appear at first glance.

Taken together, the two Web accessibility tools revealed two key commonly detected issues. The first involved images and/or scripts with no accompanying identifying text. That is to say, graphics that were not labelled by providing “alternative text” (alternative text enables screen reader programs to communicate via synthesized speech information that is visually displayed on Web sites). Figures 1 and 2 are illustrative. The second dealt with forms with accessibility issues — that is, fillable online forms that might be difficult to navigate with a keyboard. Cynthia Says also detected other accessibility issues, including documents that were difficult to read without accompanying style sheets, data cells and header cells in data tables that were not identified by markups, and sites that timed-out users without warning and/or had no option for more time.

Yet, as with most studies, especially ones that evaluate a medium as volatile as the Web, there were limitations. At the outset, it must be noted that the results are in reference to data collected in the fall of 2018. An important caveat to make is that Web
sites are not static, but continually change. Because of a minor change in page construction, a Web page that is accessible today could become inaccessible tomorrow and vice versa. The findings reported thus apply to homepages during the time period that they were examined; many may have changed since then. Moreover, accessibility guidelines can be, and are, updated or “tweaked” periodically. In addition, as the findings of the Web accessibility tools above suggest, one software application may identify a given issue a “likely” accessibility problem that another identifies as a “known” issue. Moreover, software analysis tools like Achecker and Cynthia Says are only able to check for basic design errors. At issue here is content of 113 different sites that were likely designed by a multitude of individuals.

It follows that the key takeaway here is that to have and maintain an accessible Web site requires continual awareness of accessibility issues. Existing technology that is now freely available on the Web makes the evaluation of sites a quick and simple process. Routine and periodic use of these tools will go a long way. One key source is the site of the Web Accessibility Initiative (https://www.w3.org/WAI/), which posts key developments on digital accessibility and emerging technology. Such “assistive” technology includes:

- Alternative mouse and keyboards;
- Speech recognition and text-to-speech software;
- Speech recognition and speech-to-text software;
- Captioning software; and,
- Screen magnifiers and readers (Tam, 2018).

Results from manual evaluations of the presence/absence of essential usability features

One simple test of the usability of a Web site is the presence or absence of essential usability features. Two of such features are skip navigation and font size controls. Skip navigation links, for example, allow users to get to the main content area of a site without having to go through a whole series of links and sub-links. Font size controls similarly enable the user to increase or decrease the size of the font used on a site. Each of the homepages were examined to see if it (1) provided a direct link to accessibility information that was so designated/labelled; (2) provided an “indirect” link to accessibility information; and/or, (3) provided a link to download the screen reader tool, “BrowseAloud.” The direct links appeared under a variety of titles, including “ADA Accommodations,” “Accessibility,” “Request for Accommodation,” “Disability Access Information,” “Access Coordinator/s,” “Accessibility Information,” “Accommodations,” “Courthouse Accessibility Information,” and “Access/Visitors with Disabilities and Special Needs.” By contrast, Web sites designated as having indirect links did not have clearly demarcated links to accessibility information as such. Closer examination of these sites revealed some to have links like “Court Info,” “Courthouse,” and “Courthouse Technology,” clicking on which took the reader to a link clearly demarcated as containing accessibility information. Other sites included in this category were so designated by searches of the main page with terms like “accessibility,” “accommodation,” “ADA Accommodation,” etc., that revealed subsidiary links with accessibility information. Finally, several court homepages had a “BrowseAloud” link, clicking on which took the user to a “BrowseAloud Information” page with the following information: “BrowseAloud is a small computer program that works with Web browsers to listen to text that appears on a site as it is read aloud. Once the required software is installed, a computer-generated voice reads aloud selected text, highlighting specific text as it is read. BrowseAloud is a free download and can be downloaded here [external link provided.] BrowseAloud can be a useful tool for persons who may have difficulty reading text online, or who have literacy problems or a learning disability such as dyslexia. It can also be helpful for persons with limited English language skills who may find it easier to listen to spoken text instead of reading the words on a page.” Notably, each home page that had the BrowseAloud link had this exact text and provided a BrowseAloud download link.

Table 3 presents data on manual evaluations of the home pages of the federal judiciary for the presence or absence of essential usability features like skip navigation and font size controls. In addition to these, that table also reports data on the presence or absence of a link to “BrowseAloud.” Here, we note that the BrowseAloud feature was incidental to the study (simply uncovered during the manual evaluations), but since it was discovered as a common feature of a sizeable proportion of the homepages, it is reported here. Table 3 also reports the percentage of home pages with a direct link to accessibility information, as well as those with an indirect link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skip to main content</td>
<td>66.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct link to accessibility</td>
<td>15.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect link to accessibility on homepage</td>
<td>12.39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen in Table 3, a sizeable proportion of the homepages provided a skip navigation link to the main content area of the page. About two thirds (67.25 percent) of the homepages provided such a link. By contrast, about one in nine (11.5 percent) provided a font control feature that allowed the user to manipulate the size of content.

Furthermore, about one in seven homepages (14.2 percent) had a direct link on accessibility information. For some homepages, this meant having an indirect link to accessibility information. About one in eight homepages (12.39 percent) provided such indirect links. Taken together, about 27 percent of home pages had a direct or indirect link to accessibility information.

Moreover, about 45 percent of the home pages provided a direct or indirect link to an explanation and download page for “BrowseAloud.” Only six out of the 16 home pages that had a direct link to accessibility information also had a link to BrowseAloud. At the time of reviewing the homepages, these six were the homepages of the District Courts for New Hampshire, New Mexico, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and Courts of Appeals for the second, eighth, and eleventh circuits. Similarly, only six out of the 13 home pages that had an indirect link to accessibility information also had a link to BrowseAloud. At the time of review, these sites were the home pages of the District Courts for Connecticut, New Jersey, Nebraska, Northern and Southern Districts of Georgia, and District of Columbia. All other home pages that had BrowseAloud did not have a direct or indirect link to accessibility information (about 38). A key issue with the BrowseAloud software to note here is that the software has to first be downloaded before it can be used to access content.

Taken together, the manual examination of home pages for the presence or absence of essential usability features revealed at least three key distinct patterns. First, a high proportion (about 67 v) of the home pages provided skip navigation links for ease of access to main content areas. Second, smaller proportions of home pages provided direct or indirect links to accessibility information — about 15 percent for the former, and about 12 percent for the latter — as well as controls for manipulating font size (about 12 percent). Third, a sizeable proportion (about 45 percent) of home pages provided direct or indirect links to a “BrowseAloud” explanation and download page.

**Results of content analysis of accessibility policy statements**

Information on accessibility and accessibility policy statements were obtained in one of two ways. First, some home pages provided a direct link to accessibility information. Other pages provided an indirect link or links. Accessibility statements and related material were accessed via these links, reviewed, and analyzed. In total, 16 homepages had direct working links to accessibility information [5]; about 13 sites had indirect links [6].

Table 4 presents accessibility information obtained from the 29 home pages that provided such information via direct or indirect links. The table is organized around the presence or absence of seven major “themes” as follows: (1) Whether or not the page made any reference to the ADA; If so, (2) whether or not the page made it clear (explicitly stated) that the ADA does not apply to the federal judiciary; (3) Whether or not the page provided information on the person/entity to contact for accessibility issues; (4) Whether or not the page provided specific information on available accessibility features; (5) Whether or not the page identified a specifically designated access coordinator(s) and gave information on such coordinator(s) [7]; (6) Whether or not the information on accessibility made specific reference to “communication disability” [8]; and, (7) Whether or not the site made specific reference to Section 508.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content matter</th>
<th>Direct link No</th>
<th>Direct link Yes</th>
<th>Indirect link No</th>
<th>Indirect link Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referenced ADA</td>
<td>8 (50%)</td>
<td>8 (50%)</td>
<td>12 (93%)</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicitly noted that ADA does not apply</td>
<td>10 (63%)</td>
<td>6 (37%)</td>
<td>12 (93%)</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided point of contact for accessibility</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>15 (94%)</td>
<td>9 (67%)</td>
<td>4 (33%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The data in Table 4 shows that seven out of 16 pages (about 44 percent) with direct links to accessibility information referenced the ADA. Five of those seven (71 percent) also explicitly noted that the ADA does not apply to the federal judiciary. To this, some also added (not reported on Table 4) that the court provided accommodations pursuant to Judicial Conference Policy.

Importantly, a sizeable proportion of the 16 pages with direct links to accessibility information provided it on a variety of accessibility issues, including whom to contact for inquiries, available accessibility features, and contact information on designated access coordinator(s). Fourteen out of 16 pages (88 percent), for example, provided information on point of contact for accessibility inquiries. Likewise, 11 out of 16 pages (69 percent) provided information on available accessibility features. Finally, nine out of 16 (56 percent) identified a designated access coordinator(s). The designation of an access coordinator is one of the key criteria for determining the extent to which state and local courts are deemed “accessible.”

These are impressive statistics, to be sure. We only note here that the reference here is to 16 home pages with a direct link to accessibility information. Moreover, only one of the pages referenced Section 508, that of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit (http://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/nav/accessibility.html):

“The Second Circuit is committed to providing access to our Web pages for individuals with disabilities, both members of the public and federal employees. To meet this commitment, we will comply with the requirements of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act. Section 508 requires that individuals with disabilities, who are members of the public seeking information or services from us, have access to and use of information and data that is comparable to that provided to the public who are not individuals with disabilities, unless an undue burden would be imposed on us. Section 508 also requires us to ensure that federal employees with disabilities have access to and use of information and data that is comparable to the access to and use of information and data by federal employees who are not individuals with disabilities, unless an undue burden would be imposed on us. If the format of any material on our Web site interferes with your ability to access the information, due to an issue with accessibility caused by a disability as defined in the Rehabilitation Act, please contact the site webmaster for assistance [link provided]. To enable us to respond in a manner most helpful to you, please indicate the nature of your accessibility problem, the preferred format in which to receive the material, the Web address (URL) of the material with which you are having difficulty, and your contact information.”

For home pages with indirect links to accessibility information, we noted that only one referenced the ADA, and it also explicitly recognized the nonapplicability of the ADA to the federal judiciary (see Table 4). Moreover, four pages provided contact information on accessibility inquiries; three identified a designated coordinator(s) and provided contact information on the coordinator(s); and four referenced “communication disability” and delimited information given on this form of disability. No such pages cited Section 508.

Discussion and conclusion
Using basic accessibility standards and site accessibility pages and statements, this study evaluated the accessibility of the homepages of the federal judiciary. Pages examined included those of the U.S. district, appellate and specialty courts, Administrative Office of U.S. Courts, Federal Judicial Center, and main homepage of PACER, the federal judiciary’s e-filing and e-records access system. Three levels of data collection and analyses were employed. First, the Web accessibility evaluation tools Achecker and Cynthia Says were used as initial assessments of accessibility based on Section 508 guidelines. Accompanying the Web accessibility evaluation were manual examinations of sites for the presence or absence of essential usability features like skip navigation and font size controls. Content analysis of existing accessibility pages and statements provided a final layer of analysis.

Results from the Web accessibility tools reveal two key issues. First, both software detected images and/or scripts with no accompanying identifying text. Second, both evaluation tools located forms with accessibility issues, i.e., fillable online forms that might be difficult to navigate with a keyboard. Additional issues included documents that were difficult to read without accompanying style sheets, data cells, and header cells in data tables that were not identified by markup, and sites that timed-out users without warning and/or did not give users the option for more time.

By contrast, manual examinations of home pages revealed a great number (about 67 percent) provided skip navigation links for direct access to main content areas. Likewise, a sizeable proportion (about 45 percent) of home pages also provided direct or indirect links to a “BrowseAloud” explanation and download page. By contrast, smaller proportions of home pages provided direct or indirect links to accessibility information, as well as font size controls (15 percent, 12 percent, and 12 percent, respectively).

Finally, content analysis of home pages revealed that a very small percentage had clear and easily accessible information on accessibility. At the most, 16 home pages (about 14 percent) had direct links to accessibility information, and only an additional 13 home pages (about 12 percent) provided indirect links. Moreover, for some of the home pages that provided accessibility information indirectly, that information was only obtained by conducting a search of the sites with keywords like “ADA,” “accommodation,” and “accessibility.”

Taken together, a key takeaway from these findings is that the results suggest detected instances based on a narrow set of accessibility issues. For example, the two Web accessibility software detected accessibility issues with seven key areas, including images and/or scripts with no accompanying identifying text, forms with accessibility issues, documents that are difficult to read without accompanying style sheets, data cells, and header cells in data tables that were not identified by markup, and sites that timed-out users without warning and/or did not give users the option for more time. Rather than being indicative of the pervasiveness of accessibility, these findings therefore indicate concentration around a narrow and specific set of problems.

The federal judiciary is foundational to our democratic ideals and principles of governance. If so, understanding the workings of this co-equal branch of our government is of paramount importance. The federal judiciary is the ultimate venue for judicial review. When access to these courts is limited, access to judicial review itself is arguably limited.

Digital courts and the electronic submission of pleadings and other materials is on the rise (Kaplan, 2013). Since the home pages of courts is primarily, if not exclusively, the gateway to these court functions, access to court home pages is of paramount importance [2]. In addition, as noted above, relatively few studies have investigated electronic access to courts. Studies of government Web sites that include court sites have tended to include only one or two judicial sites. This study, therefore, has several policy implications, notable among which is the need for equal access to courts and court material for persons with disabilities.

Some key implications for design

A key takeaway from this study is for Web designers to keep in mind the variability in design issues associated with access and how problematic a single fix for all mindset could be. Consider, for example, the graph in Figure 1 above that we identified as having accessibility issues. That graph is a screenshot of a court site that we noted “displays a feature which decreases its accessibility to people using screen reader software.” The site represents a series of numbered slide shows with no descriptors associated with the numbers. Hence, the slides are read by the screen reader as “1,” “2,” “3,” etc., with no indication as to what these numbers are in reference. A simple fix for this, of course, is to add a descriptor to the slide show that describes what the numbers represent, and the slides themselves (here, we note that descriptors that simply state “click here” are the worst possible text for a link).

Yet, a graph can have issues that go beyond the absence of a descriptor. Consider, for example, the second of the graphs presented earlier (Figure 2). That graph has the added issue of having a great deal of empty space that registers as linked
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artifacts to a screen reader, making it sound like the empty space has pertinent information.

The key takeaway here being that to have and maintain an accessible site requires continual awareness of accessibility issues. Continual testing of sites as an up-front design protocol, which perhaps involves stakeholders, would go a long way. Here, by “stakeholders” we mean the multitude of types of disabilities that can be representative of users.

Our evaluation of sites for the presence/absence of essential accessibility features point to another important design issue. This is the idea that designers should be mindful of the fact that barriers to access are as varied as the types of disabilities individuals have. This variability could exist within categories of disability, e.g., the blind/visually impaired. Font size controls, for example, are very useful to individuals with some vision and therefore directly bear upon the accessibility of a site. By contrast, a skip navigation tool is especially useful to a user that is totally blind, but may be more of a usability issue than accessibility. It follows that having both features on a homepage may be the most ideal.

The extent to which links are clearly demarcated, i.e., “accessibility information,” is another salient issue that this study highlights. Sites providing indirect links to accessibility information, for example, were not clearly designated as such. Examples are links broadly labelled “courthouse,” “court info,” and “courtroom technology.” For a user seeking information on accessibility, these are so broad to the point of being useless. Admittedly, this is more about usability rather than accessibility, but the usability of a site ultimately enhances accessibility.
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Notes


4. While the actual Section 508 guidelines are more specific and technical in the explanations, summarizations of them include those noted in Tables 1 and 2; see, for example, Jaeger (2006).

5. These 16 were the homepages of the U.S. district courts for Maine, New Hampshire, Southern District of New York, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Western District of Virginia, Northern District of Illinois, Western District of Missouri, Central, Eastern, and Northern Districts of California, Western District of Washington, Middle District of Alabama, and Middle District of Florida, plus the homepages of three circuit/appeals courts: those of the Second, Eighth, and Eleventh Circuits. A seventeenth link existed but was not working at the time and took users to a page with information unrelated to accessibility.

6. These 13 were the homepages of the U.S. Supreme Court; district courts for Connecticut, Delaware, New Jersey, Northern
and Southern Districts of Iowa, Minnesota, Oregon, Eastern District of Washington, Northern and Southern Districts of Florida, and District of Columbia; and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims.

7. At least at the state and local levels, having an access coordinator(s) is one of the key criteria for determining whether or not a court/court system is accessible and in accord with the ADA. For federal judiciary Web sites that provided such information, some simply directed individuals to “contact the court ...” or “contact the clerk of court ...”, or some variant of these. Others had designated access coordinators and identified as such on the sites. Table 4 thus differentiates the two.

8. This is a curious delimiting that showed up in a number of Web sites, and, in most cases, it determined matters of accessibility to those related with hearing impairments. In many of these pages, available accessibility features are limited to those associated with hearing impairments.

9. For a statement on why it is important to measure the accessibility of Federal e-government, see, for example, Jaeger (2003).
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